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AGENDA

Africa’s social prosperity and
landscape’s resilience
The NGP 2019 Meeting and Encounter, taking place in Maputo,
Mozambique, from 18 to 20 November, will build on the 2018 Uganda
study tour ‘Plantations for Africa’s prosperity’. This year’s Encounter will
be dedicated to further understanding how landscapes approaches and
communities development can evolve hand-in-hand, using innovative
perspectives, collaborative processes and social engagement tools in order
to support a better and more sustainable business for everyone involved.

NGP will provide
you moments
where to build your
empathy and trust,
to feel free to
express your
views, and to be
prepared to listen
to and learn from
those of others
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Mozambique, 18|20 November
Sunday
17th
November

Arrival in Maputo

Monday
18th
November

NGP Annual Meeting
NGP Participants meeting
(NGP Participants only)

Tuesday
19th of
November

NGP 2019 Encounter

NGP 2019
Encounter

Morning - Opening
- Open session - Minister, WWF
Mozambique, Portucel Moçambique;
- NGP African Participants - Sector
Challenges and Opportunities in Africa;
- Finance space - round-table discussion
on how to make investment happen;
Afternoon - Social Learning
- Key notes Setting the scene;
- Social Learning market place interactive session with projects from
South Africa, Mozambique, Uganda and
Ghana;

Wednesday NGP 2019 Encounter
20th of
November Morning - Bio-economy
- FAO Sustainable Wood for a Sustainable
World - the role of wood products and
opportunities on a bio-economy
- IUFRO Planted Forest Task Force work
space - applying the NGP Principles to
meet the demand of the bio-economy
Afternoon - Landscape Stewardship
- Key notes Setting the scene;
- Landscape Stewardship co-development
- participants are invited for a co-design
session with the projects from South
Africa, Mozambique, Uganda and Ghana;

NGP brings together
people from different
backgrounds, with
different interests, to share
their knowledge,
experience and views, to
listen, and to reflect on
and question their own
attitudes and actions.

Encounter organised by the New Generation Plantations platform,
co-hosted by Portucel Mozambique and WWF Mozambique, and in
collaboration with IUFRO Sustainable Planted Forests for a Greener
Future Task Force, and FAO Sustainable Wood for a Sustainable
World Initiative.
https://newgenerationplantations.org
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